Home Learning Weekly News
Friday 5th February 2021
Well done to everyone (adults and children!) for helping to make our Home Learning such a success whilst
the school is partially closed. You are all shining stars! Here’s more information on this week’s super stars:

HOME LEARNING SUPER STARS
Rainbow: Yusra - for writing her sight words beautifully.
Waafiyah— for enjoying reading the books on Bug Club.
Red: Zeya- for being able to ‘robot’ words in phonics.
Mysha- for always trying her best and taking part in activities at home .
Yellow: Aariz—for trying really hard when sounding out his words.
Mizanur—for finding creative ways to add .
Pink Aasim - for creating an amazing puppet telling us that mistakes are a good thing and for doing some great yoga and fitness at home.
Kayden - for making a wonderful model of a dolphin out of playdough. He also labelled his model using his phonics.
Green: Tanzeelah - for doing brilliant reading during our Guided Reading session.
Isa - for completing all the work and for his fantastic writing in phonics.
Blue: Rayyan - for his brilliant English work thinking about Duncan and his crayons.
Jinan - for creating a beautiful set of vocabulary cards in English.
Orange: Zikra—for being responsible and independent with her online learning and being a great role model to the class.
Saif—for being enthusiastic towards his learning and always writing neatly in his home learning book.
Purple:Aisha - A fantastic poster on Skara Brae - the stone age village. She wrote lots of information and decorated it with diagrams and pictures.
Afrin - Putting in 100% effort into her learning this week, and it shows!

Lilac: Zahin– for growing in confidence when sharing his work.
Liyaana– for always doing her work and is often the first to share her ideas.
Scarlet: Anisha - for using expanded nouns phrases in her descriptions in her Legend story.
Ana - for drawing a line graph to represent data in Maths .
Crimson: Noemi- for always responding to feedback, and improving her Big Read comprehension scores.
Yusuf J- for writing a wonderful legend, and putting in his best effort by completing the extensions in Maths.
Emerald: Lamisa - For engaging well in all areas of her home learning and ensuring her work is the best it can be.
Ismail - for excellent work on rounding in maths this week.
Jade: Tasrip - for using ambitious vocabulary from our text when writing Helmsman's log.
Khadijah - For using ambitious vocabulary from our text when writing Helmsman's log.
Turquoise: Munira - for writing some brilliant topic sentences about Ancient Egypt.
Merjuk - for working so hard in all his calls and for some fantastic Big Read work.

Sapphire Zaynah - for writing a brilliant piece about Pharaohs in ancient Egypt, ordering her facts from general to specific, using a great topic sentence, and using lots of cohesive devices.
Aisha - for a fantastic start at Harry Gosling - learning English, asking for help, and submitting her absolute best work every time.

ATTENDANCE SUPER STARS
Early Years—Rainbow (83%)
Phase 2—Purple Class (96%)
Phase 3—Sapphire Class (98%)

